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REFUSING REFUSE: A MACRO LOOK AT THE IMPACT 
OF CHINA’S RECYCLING POLICY ON U.S. EXPORTS

Port of Kennewick Commissioners and staff are 
set to unveil Vista Field design plans on April 19, 
including conceptual renderings of the Port’s 
proposed Phase One infrastructure investment 
and what that site could look like at build-out. 
Port staff will also share information on the 
port’s budget/financing, timelines, and the next 
steps toward construction.  

The goal of the Vista Field Redevelopment 
project is to attract new businesses and jobs, and 
transform the Port’s 103-acre former airfield into 
a walkable, bikeable, transit-oriented regional 
town center with a finely-grained street network, 
filled with a vibrant combination of commercial, 
residential, and public spaces. As planned, the 
Port’s investment in Phase One infrastructure 
would open an initial 20-acres to the private-
sector for urban mixed-use development.

SPOTLIGHT

PORT OF KENNEWICK REVEALS 
POTENTIAL PLANS FOR VISTA FIELD 
REDEVELOPMENT

 
China’s National Sword recycling policy took effect on March 1, marking the official 
beginning to restriction announcements that began starting in June 2017. In addition 
to 24 prohibited materials, the March 1 restrictions included a contamination maximum 
rate of .5%. These standards have effectively halted U.S. exports of recycled materials, 
with the labor cost of meeting the exacting standards nearly impossible to maintain. 

According to the Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries, $5.6 billion in scrap 
commodities were exported from the U.S. to China in 2017. With a majority of these 
exports routed through west coast ports, the absence of materials stand to make a 
significant impact on volume of export container traffic in Washington state seaports.  

Efforts are underway to find alternative buyers and port destinations, with the highest  
potential seen in India, Malaysia, Vietnam and Korea.  However, the staggering 
amount of materials consumed by China as the largest manufacturing nation in the 
world is not an easy re-direct. 

Brad Lovaas, Executive Director of the Washington Refuse and Recycling Association  
believes the re-direction of exports depends on how quickly shippers can adjust to 
the paradigm shift. “This is a major disruption not only to recycling but to shipping 
as well. Nobody can replace China, but to get to alternate markets, we need the 
availability of ships and containers traveling to those destinations.”

The Chinese market is unlikely to return in the near future. As a policy to reduce 
national pollution, China has not renewed import licenses of many Chinese facilities, 
and they will likely close, or relocate to other Asian countries -- which will take years. 
Alternately, some Chinese mills and manufacturers are looking to develop refinery 
plants in the southeastern U.S. - exporting materials to meet the new Chinese quality 
standard.

For further outlook on the projected impact from National Sword policy, statistics are 
available from the Washington Refuse and Recycling Association and ISRI. 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Spring Meeting
May 9-11, 2018 
Hilton, Vancouver, WA 

REGISTRATION OPEN 

Finance & Administration 
Seminar
June 13-15, 2018 

Enzian Inn, Leavenworth

Director’s Seminar 
July 12-13, 2018

McMenamins Harbor Lodge, 
Kalama

Commissioners Seminar  
July 22-24, 2018 

Suncadia Resort, Cle Elum 

Fall Enivronmental 
Meeting 
September 27-28, 2018

Skamania Lodge, Stevenson

Small Ports Seminar 
October 18-19, 2018  

Enzian Inn, Leavenworth

UPCOMING EVENTS

http://washingtonports.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Condensed-National-Sword-Whitepaper-3.30.18.pdf
http://www.wsra.net/assets/docs/PolAdv/Zinck%20and%20Chisa_ISRI%20Presentation.pdf


If you would like information on any of these positions, visit:

washingtonports.org/washington-ports/employment-
opportunities

KNOWING THE WATERS - By Frank Chmelik of Chmelik Sitkin & Davis P.S. - WPPA Counsel

This month’s column is on employment law.  I last wrote about the topic of terminating employees in 2014 and it hasn’t gotten 
any better.  Here are some basic thoughts and eight questions you should always ask.

Go-Slow!  Termination arising from either chronically poor performance or misconduct is the source of much litigation.  Therefore, 
before termination is imposed each case must be carefully analyzed.  Lawyers receive calls from municipal government clients 
to the effect of “Incident X happened, and we therefore need to fire employee Y – this week!”  Or, “Employee X just can’t seem 
to get the job done – we are going to let them go this week!”  Please heed the likely advice from you lawyer to “slow down 
and move carefully.”  In fact, if you lawyer says “go for it,” you should be concerned.  

Involve the Professionals. Involve your human resource professional, the port’s insurance company contact and the port lawyer 
in looking at each proposed termination before any action is taken. Some insurance companies and risk pools (for example 
Enduris® in Washington) offer to waive co-pays or deductibles and even pay for legal counsel if they are consulted before a 
significant disciplinary action.  

The Eight Questions. These are the eight questions that should be answered before termination is undertaken.

1. Was There Fair Notice?  Was the employee provided fair warning of the possible or probable consequence of poor 
performance or misconduct?  Some actions, like theft of public funds, probably don’t require notice because everyone knows 
it is wrong to steal.  Poor performance had better be documented over time with a performance improvement plan (PIP).  

2. Is There A Reasonable Relationship?  Was the port’s rule that was violated or the poor performance reasonable 
related to the orderly, efficient and safe operation of the port?  Termination for violation of the well-known rule at the WPPA 
offices that everyone must support the Seattle Mariners might not pass this test unless Eric Johnson can demonstrate the 
“reasonable relationship” of the rule to the orderly, efficient and safe operation of the WPPA. 

3. For Misconduct, Was There a Fair and Objective Investigation?  Prior to imposing termination was there 
an investigation by the port to determine if the employee did, in fact, violate the rule?  It is a good idea for someone other 
than the supervisor to conduct the investigation.  Your lawyer can help find someone or perhaps an interlocal with another local 
government to provide an investigator may help. 

4. For Poor Performance or Misconduct, Is There Proof?  For poor performance is there documentation 
over time?  For misconduct, was there substantial evidence which supported a finding that the employee committed the 
misconduct?  In a lawsuit following a termination the port will have the burden of showing that it had adequate proof. 

5. Has There Been Equal Treatment?  Was this employee treated in the same manner as all the other employees?   
Care should be taken to treat employees the same over time and not treat a “pleasant” port employee different from a 
“difficult” port employee.

6. Is Termination a Fair Penalty or Response?  Was the termination reasonably related to the seriousness of the 
misconduct and/or the employee’s work record?  Whereas, equal treatment related to the way a port applies its rules over time, 
the “penalty” must be reasonable for this offense or the poor performance for this employee. 

7. Are There Other Documents?  Will this termination violate the provision of the employee handbook or a collective 
bargaining agreement and did you review the employees file? Remember to review these documents.  The handbook or CBA 
may require “progressive discipline” and/or counseling for poor performance.  Is there any documentation of prior counseling 
in the employee’s file? 

8. Is This Employee in a Protected Class?  Is this employee a member of a protected class such as over the age 
of forty or had recently complained about a supervisor (a “whistleblower”) or another class that could be used as a claim that 
the termination was really a discriminatory act?  In today’s environment a discussion should be had with the lawyers about the 
status of this person.

Carefully Consider the Alternatives.  Finally, even if your port has been diligent, you should consider accepting a 
resignation in lieu or termination and/or offering a severance agreement. These agreements typically trade the port’s promise 
not to contest unemployment and a severance payment (from a week to several months’ pay) made to the employee for a 
release of all claims. It is sometimes a bitter pill to swallow when there has been employee misconduct or chronically poor 
performance, but it can save the port’s insurance deductible (usually $5,000) and a whole lot of wasted energy.  If you have done 
all this and still want to fire someone – I say, “go for it!”    

Richard Davis is a principal in our firm that heads up our Employment Law Practice Group. He spends a lot of time advising 
public employers on employment and labor issues. He helped draft this. As always, please contact your port counsel with any 
questions regarding this topic. And, if you have a question for Knowing the Waters please email me at fchmelik@chmelik.com.
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